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In our present issue the leading study bearing the titie The Theology of Peace was written by
Bishop József CSERHÁTI. He seeks for the answer to the question whether in the shadow of the
atomic war we can preserve the real inner peace in our soul and among ourselves, which is the
precondition of the political peace, i.e. of living without wars. József Cserháti puts forth the
question, "Where is the place of the Church in the series of opinions and conjectures, what must
it stand for so that in consequence of its divine mission it can tell reassuring, strengthening and
comforting words to the crowds of people who are indifferent or rather do not take the trouble to
think? The Pope, the bishops, the episcopacies accepted the demands of the wide range peace
movements long age but mainly last year and how else could they have better argued against the
war and for the peace, which is the greatest treasure of our earthly life, but by referring to the
divine gift which came true in Jesus Christ, i.e. the grace and the spirit of peace." József VAS's
artic1e is closely connected with the feast of peace, of Jesus Christ's birth; the author examines
how, i.e. with what cuitic and folkloristic rites the different peoples celebrate Christmas. In the
artic1ewe get to know the story of the manger in Bethlehem, the variations of the Advent cus
toms, the origin of the tradition of putting up a Christmas tree, i.e. the sphere of the paraliturgi
cal events.

The composer Zoltán Kodály, Béla Bartok's friend and colleague, a master of the modern
music pedagogy was born a hundred years ago. In the column titled The Talk of the Vigilia his
widow, Mrs. Sára KODÁLY tells about her husband's activity, personality, the inffuence of his
music and scientific work.

Edit ERDÖDY, literary historian, wrote a study about Sándor Márai, who was one of the
.most popularnovelists between the two world wars; she examines Márai's.activity between the
years 1945 and 1948 in her study. (These were the last years the writer spent in Hungary, he has
been living in Italy and in America since 1948, his works have been published in several Western
languages.) As opposed to the public opinion that was regarded as official in literary circ1es for a
long time, the auth or of the study point s out that the value of a piece of literature is independent
of the writer's political views and in connection with his books published in Hungary we can't
say that Márai showed hostile feelings towards the demoeratic Hungary. The auth or writes, "in
1948his decision to leave the country was an absolutely understandable and logical step among
the given circumstances; what place could a writer who firmly declared hirrtself a burgeois and
was averse to communism have found in Hungary after the year of change ... Other burgeois
writers chose other ways: they stayed in Hungary and kept silent, or they could meet the literary
political exigencies of that time; they stayed here and carried on writing Márai's make-up as an
artist and his tum of mind might make him suitable for neither of these attitudes." She quotes
the following from Márai's thoughts in connection with the Hungarian language, "The Hungar
ian literature existed and still exists, it is better, more valuable and more lively than any literature
in today's Europe; and the world doesn't and cannot know anything about it. .. Perhaps some
day the people of the West will delve the Hungarian literature out just as God's city ... "

György GÖMÖRI has beenliving in England since 1956, he is the professor of the Oxford
University at present; in our present issue in a long essay he writes about the spiritualism of
the poet Miklós Radnóti, who was killed in 1944. László T. SZÉKELY from Roumania presents
the Passion customs of the Székelys in Csik; he brings out interesting data both from liturgic
and from ethnographic points of view.

(Katalin BERÉNYI)
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